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Abstract

Introduction: Great investments are made in new hospital buildings all in favour of single bedrooms for patients. Conclusions regarding the impact of single bedrooms versus multi bedrooms vary.

Method: We performed semi-structured interviews with patients undergoing surgery for rectal cancer about their preferences and experiences regarding hospitalization in a single bedroom or a multi bedroom. The data were collected during 2016.

Results: The company of fellow patients seems to be of great importance. Patients find the company healing and it contributed to feeling safer. Disturbances like sound and too much activity in a four bedroom is a problem. Most patients preferred single bedrooms when talking to visitors and when they felt very sick.

Conclusion: Many patients preferred four bedrooms over single bedrooms because of the company from fellow patients. This conflicts with the tendency in modern hospital design which favors all single bedrooms.
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Introduction

In these years great investments are made in hospital buildings and renovations all in favour of single bedrooms for patients [1]. Arguments for abolition of multi bedrooms are mainly based on the belief that patients prefer single bedrooms, but conclusions regarding the impact of single bedroom versus multi bedroom vary [2,3].

Background

In 1984, a study showed that length of hospital stay and use of analgesics after cholecystectomy was decreased in patients with a nature view compared to patients with a view to a brick wall [4]. Since then, other studies have shown that there seems to be a connection between hospital interior design such as light, music, art on the walls etc and patients’ perception of pain, anxiety and length of hospital stay [4-6]. Reviews about evidence based health care design conclude that single bedrooms decrease infection rate and promote healing and sleep quality [7-9] although conflicting results on infection rate reduction are found by others [3,10].

In a single bedroom, patient integrity and privacy seems easier to withhold, but the surveillance of patients is often easier in a multi bedroom as the staff can monitor more patients at a time [11-13]. Patients enjoy the security of being visible to staff and to each other [10]. On the other hand, being cared for in a single bedroom means that patients can have a feeling of security, because they are able to create a personal environment without disruptive elements. This allows patients to focus on themselves and is thought to facilitate recovery [11]. Contrary, being admitted to a single bedroom imply feelings of loneliness and isolation, which can be frightening [11]. According to Williams & Gardiner, fellow patients can provide a feeling of safety and prevent the feeling of isolation, and this might even shorten length of hospital stay, but the positive interaction can be vulnerable if a patient becomes very sick or delirious [11,14,15].

In single bedrooms patients get rest without disturbances, can have visitors without disturbing others but might be less encouraged mobilizing, if all they need is in the room. Another study showed that social interaction with other patients was not facilitated without effort and planning from the staff [16]. In single bedrooms the staffs is often the patient’s main contact given that most patients stay in their room. According to Maben et al. patients rarely use dayrooms and therefore interactions with other patients are often absent in wards with only single bedrooms [10]. In conclusion, knowledge about patient’s admission in a single bedroom versus a multi bedroom is insufficient and even contradictory. Therefore we decided to look further in to this. The purpose of this interview study was to examine the preferences for, and experiences of single versus four edrooms in surgical patients with rectal cancer before admission and at discharge.
Material and Methods

Settings and participants

The study was conducted in 2016 at the Department of Abdominal Surgery at Aalborg University Hospital. This department has 6 single bedrooms and 3 four bedrooms, and has room for 18 patients.

Data for this study consists of double semi-structured interviews with patients undergoing fast track surgery for rectal cancer. The inclusion criteria were patients who were willing to talk about their preferences and experiences regarding hospitalization in a single bedroom or a multi bedroom, Danish speaking and older than the age of 18. The participants were recruited consecutively either at their outpatient visit at which they were informed about their rectal cancer, or at the ward, when they were admitted to surgery. The interviews were based on a structured interview guide, but were also supposed to be flexible allowing the interviewer to respond to the participants for more detailed responses where appropriate. Patients were interviewed the day before surgery about their preferences regarding hospitalization in a single bedroom or a four bedroom, and again at discharge about their experiences of being hospitalized in either a single bedroom or a four bedroom. Patients were assigned to either single bedrooms or four bedrooms depending on occupancy on the ward. All interviews took place at the hospital.

Analysis

The data analysis was inspired by Steinar Kvales method of meaning condensation. First, all interviews were read to get a sense of the entirety. Second, the meaning units were stated as the participants expressed them. The third level was to derive themes based on the meaning units [17]. Data were analyzed by two of the authors (AB and LJ) independently. Discrepancy was eliminated by discussion between AB and LJ.

Findings

Twenty-one patients (16 men and 5 women) were interviewed before having surgery and at discharge. Fifteen patients were assigned to four bedrooms and 6 to single bedrooms. One patient was offered a single bedroom, but declined the offer as he wished to be admitted with a fellow patient, who he had met on the ward.

Based on the interviews the following themes emerged:

- Preferences for being hospitalized in a single bedroom versus a four bedroom and
- Pros and cons for being in a single bedroom versus a four bedroom

Preferences for being hospitalized in a single bedroom versus a four bedroom

Before admission, it seemed important to be hospitalized in a single bedroom, to be able to have visitors with nobody listening to the conversation “it was possible to talk to my two daughters, who were living far away and could not be here”. Another reason for wanting a single bedroom was “the experience of being serious ill”, which gave the possibility of privacy in a very vulnerable situation and being seriously ill could also mean many visitors, which then could disturb other patients. On the other hand, being alone could mean that very few people came to the room and “it could be quiet as in hell with nobody to talk to. However, in a single bedroom it is quiet, and you can “get visits without disturbing other people”. Another patient supplemented that it was possible to “watch television without disturbing others”. These quotations show that it seemed important to be thoughtful to other people and sometimes this can be difficult if you feel sick with eg vomiting after surgery. On the contrary, there is “nobody to have a community with and to share experiences of being ill with rectal cancer” or as expressed by another person who preferred to be hospitalized in a four bedroom “it is possible to get support and help from other patients and their relatives”. Some patients preferred to be alone, because they were living alone and “not used to sleeping in a room with other people”, which could be distressing or they had “to learn to be a patient” if they had never been hospitalized or ill before.

Pros and cons for being in a single bedroom versus a four bedroom

The interviews showed that there were both pros and cons for being hospitalized in a single bedroom and a four bedroom. The pros for being hospitalized in a single bedroom were that you “were not disturbing others if you felt bad” and “you should not show consideration for others”. Another issue was that you did not need to “respond to others situation” as this could be hard in a situation where you were ill and vulnerable and “you could talk to others (health professionals or relatives) without anybody listening to your conversation”. If you had nausea or/and a gastric tube it was good not to “smell the food of others” which could worsen the nausea. However, being in a single bedroom could mean loneliness in a difficult situation, because you only had few contacts during the day and night. “It was very boring, but of course it depends on how you feel” and “you do not get social relations with others in the same situation” and “very few relatives to other patients or health professionals came to your room”. This could mean that you were alone with your thoughts most of the day and night, which could stimulate your imagination in a negative direction.

To be hospitalized in a four-bedroom seemed to be “therapeutic” because of being together with other patients in the same situation. There is a “community” that is very special and “affect your mood” in a positive way, because “you were distracted from your negative thoughts and concerns”. However, being with others could also be negative if there was much noise and disturbances during the night, which affected your mood during the day due to tiredness. A positive aspect of being hospitalized in a four bedroom was that you get “information related to your illness and treatment from others and can benefit from this”. This information could come from other patients, but also from health professionals that were talking to other patients in the room. In a four bedroom “you keep an eye on the others to make sure that they are alright” and “support each other”, which seemed to generate comfort and safety. On the other hand, it could be very hard to capture the stories of others in the room, when you were filled with your own thoughts and concerns.

Discussion

Most patients in our study preferred single bedrooms before admission, but many changed their mind after admission. The company of fellow patients seems to be of great importance for patients undergoing fast track surgery for rectal cancer. The patients seem to find the company healing. In addition, being with fellow patients contributed to feeling safer. However, they experienced problems with disturbances like sound and too much activity in a four bedroom, especially at night. Most patients preferred single bedrooms.
when talking to visitors and when they felt very sick. Despite of this, many patients preferred four bedrooms over single bedrooms because of the company from fellow patients. According to Larsen et al. patients have an ambiguous view of fellow patients. On one hand, being hospitalized in a multi bedroom with other patients causes lack of privacy but on the other hand this accommodation offers support, comfort and company. Despite of the challenges, 18 of 20 patients preferred to be in a multi bedroom with other fellows unless they were too ill to interact [18].

This is contrary to the results of Ehrlander et al. who reported that 79% of patients in their survey study preferred single room because of their wish for privacy. The arguments for those preferring a multi bedroom were exchange of conversation and assistance between fellows, which is in accordance with the findings in the present study [19]. At the same time, it was difficult not to let oneself be involved in the fellow patients, which could be too much, when you were in such a vulnerable situation.

Persson et al. found that the patients' culture of taking care of each other and enjoying each other's company contribute to a feeling of safety and time passing more quickly, however this is vulnerable if fellow patients become very sick or delirious [11]. This supports our finding of patients preferring single bedrooms when feeling very sick. Studies of patients in a hospice and patients with advanced cancer also show that patients seek the company of fellow patients in multi bedrooms but when death is near single rooms are preferable according to both patients and staff [12,20].

A theme in our study was the feeling of isolation in single bedrooms. Risk of patients isolating in single rooms and not getting out of bed is a step back seen in the context of fast track surgery progress where early mobilization is a main reason for shorter hospital stay. When patients have all they need in their room they are not naturally encouraged to get out of bed [16]. This theory is supported by Williams et al. who found that patient in single-rooms were more likely to use the bed more often because they felt isolated and not safe going out of bed alone [21].

A preference of being admitted to a single bedroom was that you could talk to your visitors or the health care professionals without having the conversation heard over by others. However, at discharge the patients expressed that an advantage of being in a multi bedroom was the amount of information about their own disease they had had, when health care professionals informed fellow patients – information they otherwise might not have had. This is in accordance to the study by Larsen et al. [18], who found that this issue was experienced positively. However, some patients also regarded this enforced listening as distressing [18].

Conclusion

Before admission, the patients often preferred single bedrooms contrary to multi bedrooms. In many cases, this preference changed due to the advantages of being admitted with fellow patients, which were described as a healing factor. This contributed to their safety as they were keeping an eye on each other. Though, disturbances and lack of privacy were challenging.

Perspectives

Our results are quite interesting in relations to health care politics. Single bedrooms seem to be the tendency in modern hospital design in Europe and North America. There is no doubt about the increased comfort new modern buildings will bring to patients, relatives and staff. But is all single bedrooms the best solution? The potential joy, education and comfort a fellow patient might provide is in danger of extinction, if we do not re-think the ward design in relation to community building.
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